
What has 
happened in the 

story so far?
Create a story 

map of the main 
events.



Thamose needs 

Finn and 

Arthur’s help to 

prevent a war.

Finn and Arthur 

feel the familiar 

feeling before 

time travel 

begins.
Finn wakes up in a chariot 

workshop and goes 

remembers where he is and 

why he is there.  He goes to 

find Arthur - his brother.While searching, 

Finn realises he is 

in Thebes and 

that he is close to 

the Nile. He enters a tavern 

to find a young 

girl gambling with 

a group of men.Finn grabs the 

girl, who has 

stolen from the 

men, and runs.

The girl is suspicious 

of Finn and the men 

soon catch them as 

they stop to argue. They are in trouble!



Meanwhile, Arthur 

awakens and finds 

himself feeling very 

relaxed - he’s floating...
Until … he is hit on the head 

with a paddle and is 

submerged in water - he is 

IN the River Nile!

Thami, a boy a 

boat near him, 

pulls him to 

safety. 
They boys introduce 

themselves and 

realise they are both 

looking for their 

siblings.
They spot them 

and rush to help 

them.

They throw a net and 

scare off the men from 

the tavern.

Nefi thanks Finn for helping 

her in the tavern and 

apologises for getting them 

into trouble.



As you complete 

the reading 

lessons for this 

week, keep in 

mind our target 

for this half term.



To begin, spend 

some time rereading 

chapter 2.

Remember, the more 

you read something, 

the better your 

understanding will be.

1. Read the chapter 

again. 



Now, impress 

me by 

performing a 

chosen part of 

the chapter!

2. Use ‘echo reading’ to practise your 

fluency for a selected part of the 

chapter.



3. Demonstrate your understanding of 

the text by answering the questions 

for today’s lesson.
You will be 

asked to 

complete 3 

questions 

about the 

chapter you 

have read.



One will be

retrieval. Where 

you can go and 

get the 

information 

directly from the 

text.





The Road ran parallel to a river, presumably the Nile

Finn could see stone walls, temples and palaces



There will be a question 

about language.

This is where you will 

need to use what you 

know to show your 

understanding or  

determine the meaning 

of words.

Rhythmic

Stooped
Pursuit

Veered

Surged

Deflection
Cursing

Recoiled

Submerg

ed

Surged



For questions 

about language 

you will need to 

read around the 

word and think 

about what you 

know!





To suddenly flinch or spring back



The final question 

will need you to 

use your 

inference skills.





I think Finn found what Nefi said strange because it is not often 

that a stranger would question why it was you that you spoke to.

In the text it says, ‘I find it very suspicious … that you a stranger to 

thebes just walked  into a tavern and the first person you spoke to 

was me.”

Nefi seems to think that Finn spoke to her intentionally or on 

purpose.  It seems she doesn’t trust him.



3. Demonstrate your understanding of 

the text by answering the questions 

for today’s lesson.



3. Demonstrate your understanding of 

the text by answering the questions 

for today’s lesson.

Now use the answer sheet to see 

how you got on.

Remember, for the 3rd question, 

there could be more than one 

answer.  It is about being able to 

justify what you have said using 

evidence.


